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CNC Milling - mill bed characteristics

X = Left / Right
Y = Front / Back
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Material is held down on the 
bed by vacuum

4 tool holders.  
capable of holding 4 
different mill bits.

3 Axis Mill = X,Y,Z

Bed is covered with
a 3/4” MDF table board
and a 1/4” MDF waste board;
both are “spoilboards”



What mill bit will create the 
physical tool path you want on 
your material?  
What mill bit is best suited for 
the material being worked on?
3” is the maximum depth of cut 
available with the Lab’s mill bits.

mill bits

The mill at BSU is a 3 axis (X,Y,Z)
mill. 

Undercuts are possible, but involve 
flipping work piece.  They require add’l
setup and modeling in Rhino.  Talk to 
a Fab Lab staff member about 
undercuts and flip operations. 

What is your material?
What are the dimensions of your 
material?  
Laminated materials require 24 
hours of drying time before 
milling.

Acceptable Materials:
Foam
Acrylic
MDF
Plywood & Plywood Veneers
Lumber & Hardwoods
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1) Material 2) Mill Bits & Tool Paths
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3) Milling

CNC Milling - work flow



CNC Milling - file setup

Rhinoceros 6 & 7

3D models can be made in any software.

However, the file will be brought into Rhino 
for processing in RhinoCAM. 

It is recommended that the model be made in 
Rhino with NURBS geometry for greatest 
accuracy.

Other file types could be problematic.

File Types:
A.  References
1.  Draw the mill bed at 1:1 in Rhino from the 
origin point.
2.  Draw your material at 1:1 and place it in 
bed area.

B.  Model
1.  Make sure the bottom of your model is at 0 
in the Z direction.
2.  Place your 3D model within the area of your 
material in the reference drawing.
3.  Be efficient; nest the design to reduce the 
amount of material required.

Design Guidelines:

60”

120”

0,0,0 in Rhino Material (aka Stock)



CNC Milling - material

Foam
Acrylic
MDF
Plywood & Plywood Veneers
Lumber, Hardwoods, Softwoods

Ask about other possible materials

Acceptable Materials:
Metals; steel, stainless steel, 
titanium, etc
Concrete
Stone; marble, limestone

All acceptable materials listed can be 
laminated.  Different materials can also 
be laminated together.  
Laminated materials must be evenly 
glued and dried for at least 24
hours prior to milling.

Unacceptable Materials: Laminated Materials:

Single sheet material
3” max thickness for through-cuts

Laminated materials can exceed 3”,
but max is 3” for through-cuts 

24 hr dry time



CNC Milling - tool paths

Surface CutProfile Cut

Two step process  
1.  Rough cut; remove large amounts of material
with larger diameter flat end mill. 
2. Finish cut; remove final material to achieve
target surface geometry. 

Many tool path options are available to 
provide a surface quality representative of the 
design intent.  

Tool path effect will determine finished product 
unless sanding, grinding, or other finishing 
techniques will be applied later.

Incremental removal (subtraction) of 
material following a curve. Refer to the mill 
bit page for notes on what bit is appropriate 
for the edge quality finish.

Note: Profile & Surface cuts can be done on the 
same material during the same work session.  
Example: Surface Cut a site model, then Profile Cut 
the model perimeter to remove it from the stock. 

aka Parallel Finish Cut



2 flute downcut:
*right hand cut, LEFT hand spiral
*chip flow is downward
*holds down part better
*edge quality of material is smooth on top & 
fuzzy on bottom

2 flute upcut ball nose:
*right hand cut, RIGHT hand spiral
*chip flow is upward
*good for 3D modeling; carving, fluting, slot 
routing

What mill bit will create the physical 
tool path you want on your material?  
What mill bit is best suited for the 
material being worked on?

2 flute up/down cut:
*right hand cut 
*chip flow is upward & downward
*the flutes compress the material and 
prevent chipping & flaking on the top & 
bottom of the material being milled

2 flute upcut:
*right hand cut, RIGHT hand spiral
*chip flow is upward towards the shank
*upcut spirals can lift the material off the 
spoil board 
* edge quality of material is smooth on the 
bottom when cutting through & fuzzy on top

Typical Sizes For Bits In Lab

Diameters: 1/8”, 1/4”, 1/2”  
Maximum Length: 3”

All bits are imperial sizes.  Speciality 
bits and metric sizes must be 
provided by the student

Flat End Mill Ball Nose

Compression Spiral

CNC Milling - mill bits



CNC Milling - considerations

Things to keep in mind

Part Size and Thickness
Small parts or objects with thin walls are difficult to cut on the mill.  The
machine removes material with significant forces and at high speed.
Small parts can break and be thrown by the machine even when special
precautions are taken.

Duration
It is difficult to estimate the duration of a given milling operation prior to 
job setup.  As a rule of thumb, contour cuts are quick (30-60 mins per 
sheet), surface milling is slow (1-4 hours).  The more material to remove 
and the more complex the geometry, the longer the mill will take.

Material Quality
The quality of your material can make or break a milling operation.
Warped materials are difficult to hold down and may move during milling.
Poorly laminated materials may separate during milling. 



CNC Milling - scheduling

How to make a mill request
1. Request file review via
 a) Live remote consultation1

 b) Offline remote consultation3

2. Submit file and request scheduling4,5 
 a) During remote consultation1

 b) Via online request form2

4 Required info for scheduling (once
reviewed):
 a) Name, email, cell #
 b) Material type
 c) Exact material dimensions
 d) Mill geometry (file)

4. Show up either
 a) At your scheduled mill time6, or
 b) During drop off / pick up hours2 

3 Email: capfablab@bsu.edu

2 Website: http://capfablab.info

1 Consultation Sessions can be
scheduled via email3 or through 
website2.

Notes

5 Toolpath setup takes staff 
members 1-2 hours per file.  Milling
itself may take 1-4 hours.  Since
staff member availability is limited,
your mill time may be scheduled
3-4 days out; during crunch times
more lead time may be required.

3. Drop off materials
 During drop off / pick up hours2

 (prior to scheduled mill time)

6 Due to COVID-19, clients will not be allowed in lab
during milling.  For larger projects, clients must be 
present (outside lab) during milling to assist with 
completed product.  See website2 for details. 



CNC Milling - contact info

For more information...

http://capfablab.info
capfablab@bsu.edu


